
 

B.A./B.SC. FIRST YEAR (Paper 1) 

 

SHORT ANSWER QUESTIONS:  

1. What is social psychology?                       ? 

2. Name different research methods used in Social psychology?                                

                             ? 

3. Define attitude?                       ? 

4. What is perceptual defence?                    ? 

5. Define non-verbal cues?    -                               ? 

6. Define concept of leadership?                                 ? 

7. Name different leadership styles?                                 ? 

8. What are the ingredients of effective learning?                           ? 

9. Name five leadership skills?                             ? 

10. Why do we communicate?                     ? 

11. How would you describe good/effective communication? आ      /                          

      ?   

12. How important is listening in communication?                                ? 

13. What role do facial expressions, gestures and pauses play in communication?                   

   ,        औ                       ? 

14. What is pro-social behaviour?        -                   ? 

15. Define empathy?                          ? 

16. Explain Altruism? Altruism            ? 

17. Explain genetic-determinism model? आ       -                        ? 

18. What is aggression? आ            ? 

19. Name two theories of aggression? आ                                  ? 

20. Define poverty?                      ? 

21. Give five solutions to social problems?                                 ? 

22. Define sociometric method of social psychology?              sociometric                  

       ? 

23. What is person perception?               ? 

24. What do you mean by subliminal perception?                                     आ               ? 

25. What is common network of communication?                                                 ? 

26. What is physical attractiveness stereotype?         आ                     ? 

27. What is stereotype?                                       ? 

28. What is prejudice?              ?  

29. What is discrimination?                                  ? 

30. What is the difference between prejudice and discrimination?         औ                      ? 

31. Write goals of social psychology?                             ? 

32. Write effects of observable characteristics?                                                      ? 

33. What is the role of on-going interaction?  On                        ? 

34.  Write function of leadership?                                         ? 

35. Write personal determinants of pro social behaviour?                                   

    ? 

36. What is mutual liking? आ              ? 

37. What is attitude formation?                                         ? 

38. What is attitude change?                     ? 



39. What is deprivation?           ? 

40. Define affective biases?        bias                ? 

41. What is contingency approach? आ                 ? 

42. What is non-experimental method?                         -                    ? 

43. Difference between experimental and non-experimental methods?         औ     -        

                  ? 

44. Write scopes of social psychology?                                ? 

45. Write ways for reducing prejudice and discrimination?         औ                             

     ? 

46. What is negative state relief model?                         ? 

47. Define Acquaintance?                       ? 

48. What is population explosion?                   ? 

49. What is verbal communication?                  ? 

50. What is attitude according to you? आ                      ? 

 

 

 

 

LONG ANSWER QUESTIONS: 

 

 

1. Discuss in detail about prejudice and discrimination? 

        औ                                     ? 

 

2.  Define leadership in detail and its function?  

      औ                                    ? 

 

3.  Explain different types of leadership styles? 

                                      ? 

; 

4.  Discuss interpersonal attraction? 

        आ                ? 

 

5.  Explain in detail about pro-social behaviour? 

       -                                       ? 

 

6. Define communication and discuss its types? 

                      औ                         ? 

 

7.  Define attitude and attitude change in detail? 

       औ                                 ? 

 

8.  Explain aggression in detail? 



         आ            ? 

 

9.  Discuss in detail about social problems and solutions to social problems? 

               औ                                                         

 

10. Define social psychology and its nature?                  औ                            ? 

11. What do you mean by subliminal perception? Explain it with example?                आ    

           ?                       ? 

12. Explain in detail about physical attractive bias?         आ                                 

     ? 

13. What I common network of communication? Explain in detail.                          

   ?                ? 

14. Critically describe the observational method of Social psychology?                     

                                   ? 

15. Discuss the factors of attitude change?                                     ? 

16. Discuss in detail about attitude formation?                                           ? 

17. Critically explain the trait theory of leadership? आ                                     

        ? 

18. Discuss some of the barriers of effective communication?                                    

   ? 

19.  Describe in detail about meaning and nature of social problems?                       औ  

                               ? 

20. Explain in detail verbal and non- verbal communication? .                      औ     -      

     ? 

21.  Describe in detail about social behaviour? .                                        ? 

22. Explain in detail about communication?                                 

23. Write in detail about role of non –verbal cues?                                              

    ? 

24. Describe in detail about different research methods of social psychology?                     

                                                ? 

25. Describe in detail about economic development and population explosion? आ           औ  

                                      ? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


